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Amending this. Trump, Barr, Ratcliffe and #Moscowmitch
together open invitation to Russia, N Korea and MBS to
go after Democrats and our democracy w impunity.  
 
Axis of oligarchs and despots.

Simon Rosenberg
@SimonWDC

Hard not to view this appointment as a national security crisis for 
the United States.   
 
Ratcliffe plus #MoscowMitch open invitation to Russia, N Korea 
and MBS to go after Democrats here w impunity.  
 
Add failure to protect the nation fr foreign powers to 
impeachment inquiry. twitter.com/vermontgmg/sta…

Garrett M. Graff @vermontgmg
The man now set to the in charge of protecting the 2020 election got 
the job by attacking Robert Mueller, downplaying Trump’s obstruction, 
and defending Trump above America democracy. What does that bode 
for 2020? twitter.com/warren_bass/st…
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140 people are talking about this

2/And according to the DOJ the President cannot be indicted for crimes while in

office. So what brake is there now on him cheating/working w/for govts again to win

2nd term, crack down thru IC/DOJ on his opponents? Today feels like most

dangerous day of Trump Presidency.

3/Confirming Ratcliffe is a crossing the Rubicon moment for the GOP. Threat to our

democracy now clear as day. Responsible Rs must take a stand vs Trump and

#MoscowMitch. Alarm bells ringing loudly here, across the world too. Our President

is unfit to lead our great nation.

4/Recommend this really important @glennkirschner2 @NBCNewsTHINK essay

which explains in plain simple English why"no prosecution of a President" concept

simply cannot apply to crimes committed to win the Presidency.
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Creates massive incentive to cheat.

Opinion | U.S. presidents are not above the law. So why is the DOJ acti…
Is a Trump indictment possible? Mueller and the DOJ should re-evaluate the Office
of Legal Counsel's memo

https://www.nbcnews.com/think/opinion/trump-indictment-possible-mueller-doj-should-r…

@glennkirschner2 @NBCNewsTHINK 5/Like with #MoscowMitch, questions about

Ratcliffe's refusal to side with Intel Community and take Putin's side have to be front

and center now. Loyalty to Trump does not equal loyalty to country. These are serious

matters.
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Listen to @JoeNBC preach about #MoscowMitch’s repeatedly 
doing Russia’s business not America’s.  GOP’s betrayal of our 
nation has been profound; time for it to end. 
twitter.com/morning_joe/st…

Morning Joe @Morning_Joe
"He is aiding & abetting Putin’s ongoing attempts to subvert U.S. 
democracy, according to the Republican FBI, CIA, DNI…All 
Republicans are saying Russia is trying to subvert U.S. democracy & 
Moscow Mitch won’t even let the Senate take a vote on it. That is un-
American.--@JoeNBC
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@glennkirschner2 @NBCNewsTHINK 6/And of course that Trump/GOP are already

using illicit campaign tactics like what Russia used here in 2016 is another reason to

view this a DEFCON 5 moment for our democracy.

https://medium.com/p/faa6c3b03e8c/edit
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